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Disclaimer & Note

This report contains selected information and analysis pertaining to the and data-driven advertising and 
marketing solutions industry and has been prepared by Winterberry Group LLC (“WG”). It does not purport 
to be all-inclusive or to contain all the information that a prospective investor or lender may require. 
Projections and opinions in this report have been prepared based on information provided by independent 
third parties. WG makes no representation or assurance that this information is complete or completely 
accurate, nor shall it (nor its officers, employees, representatives or controlling persons) have any liability 
resulting from the use of the information contained herein or otherwise supplied.
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Paper Background
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Identity Outlook 2020: The Evolution of Identity in a Privacy-First, Post-Cookie World was released in the U.S. 

and Europe on the 26th of June, 2020. The insights in that report were developed through extensive industry 

research, including off-the-record conversations with some of the industry’s top thinkers in the advertising, 

marketing, publishing, regulatory, legal and agency sectors. Between March and June 2020, WG spoke with 

more than 100 individuals, from over 60 companies, 2/3 U.S. and 1/3 Europe in over 80 hours of video-

conference interviews.

Following the release of the report, WG consulted with providers of Identity solutions to validate the 

composition of the go to market pricing models included in this addendum and used to support the 

development of the WG Market forecasts. Sponsorship for our effort came from: 

Premier Sponsors

Supporting Sponsors
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Pricing Models in the Identity 
Market



Identity Solutions Are Constructed For The Ecosystem They Have 
Been Built For and Share Overlapping Components
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What is an Identity Solution?

The coordinated activation of 

platforms, data and supporting 

services (both provided by third 

parties and sourced from among 

marketers’ in-house resources) that 

support persistent recognition of 

audience members across devices 

and other promotional and 

transactional touchpoints
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The Three Ecosystems Evolved Separately, Though Today They 
Increasingly Share Solutions and Components

1st Party 

Data

Solutions where brand 

or publisher efforts are 

focused on 

personalizing the 

experience on owned 

properties, including 

websites, apps and in 

physical locations. 

Advertising where ads are bought 

and measured across media 

websites and apps via 

programmatic technology 

solutions for desktop and mobile 

devices (display, social and video).

Advertising where ads 

are bought and 

measured across 

addressable TV, CTV 

and OTT. Identity 

profiles may be 

individual or built at 

the household level for 

display across devices 

and TVs.

Personalization 

(on Owned)

Advanced TV 

(Addressable, 

CTV and OTT)

Programmatic 

(Paid Digital Media)



Introduction to Personalization on Owned Pricing Models: 

8 *Note: Refer to page 24 in Identity Outlook 2020 for use case descriptions

Pricing models were built for 

marketing use cases with a focus on 

lower-funnel conversion and lead 

nurturing. Enterprise adoption is 

driving the next stage of 

personalization use cases* that are 

based on both PII and digital 

identifiers. 

Pricing estimates range from several 

thousand dollars per month up 

through millions of dollars per year, 

primarily based on site traffic, 

technical complexity and number of 

identities and attributes.



Pricing Model Components: Personalization (On Owned)

Component
Data 

Charge

Platform 

Charge

Data Services 

Charge
Commentary and Considerations

1st-Party Data Ingestion N Y Y
Prices can be CPM with minimums, annual flat rate or 

tiered based on number of sources

Identity Graph Technology N Y Y
Annual software license, tiered based on volume of 

records

Data Hygiene Y N Y
Annual license plus processing fees, tiered based on 

volume of records

3rd-Party Data Enrichment Y Y N Prices can be CPM or based on full or partial graph install

Identity Clean Rooms N Y N

Immature market adoption, expect usage for insights 

between brands, agencies and media owners with 

platform pricing models

Identity Resolution and 1st-party 

Data Onboarding
Y N Y

CPM based on processed or ingested data with minimum 

thresholds that can be based on number of records 

and/or attributes

Data Destination Charge N Y Y Fixed fee with tiering based on number of destinations

Ingestion of Data from 3rd-

Parties for 

Measurement/Attribution

Y Y N
Optional based on volume and number of sources with 

optional analytics support
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Introduction to Programmatic (Paid Digital Media) Pricing Models: 
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In the programmatic pricing models 

under market consideration, many 

services are expected to be free to 

digital media owners that participate 

in the open web ecosystem as an 

incentive to make their audiences 

available across media use cases. 

Media owners will incur charges for 

third-party solutions, when used for 

personalization on their owned 

properties. 

Pricing models have been fairly 

consistent over the last two years 

with the most significant changes 

expected to come from Universal ID 

and Clean Room charges. 



Pricing Model Components: Programmatic (Paid Digital Media)

Component
Data 

Charge

Platform 

Charge

Data 

Services 

Charge

Commentary and Considerations

1st-Party Data Ingestion N Y Y
Prices can be CPM with minimums, annual flat rate or 

tiered based on number of sources

Identity Graph Technology N Y Y
Annual software license, tiered based on volume of 

records

Data Hygiene Y N Y

Annual license plus processing fees, tiered based on 

volume of records, however in some cases it is included 

within the first-party identity resolution fee

3rd-Party Data Y Y N Prices can be CPM or based on full or partial graph install

Identity Clean Rooms N Y Y
Term based license, per instance charges, number of rows 

and number of participants

Identity Resolution and 1st-party 

Data Onboarding
Y N Y

CPM based on processed or ingested data with minimum 

thresholds that can be based on number of records 

and/or attributes. May include hygiene and data 

processing as part of the fee

Universal ID/Token Charge N Y N

Tiered fees for access to appropriate de-encryption 

capabilities based around volume. Currently, no charges 

anticipated for publishers

Data Destination Charge N Y Y Fixed fee with tiering based on number of destinations

Ingestion of Data from 3rd-Parties 

for Measurement/ Attribution
Y Y N Optional based on volume and number of sources
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Introduction to Advanced TV Identity Pricing Models: 
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Pricing models originally evolved 

from linear TV with incremental 

charges for the targeted insertion 

of advertising at the 

local/household level in 

addressable TV.

Identity as a percentage of the 

media cost is lower due to the 

significantly higher CPMs that 

result from the scarcity value of 

media impressions in the 

addressable segment. 

In the OTT/CTV channel, pricing 

models have evolved closer to the 

programmatic ecosystem to adapt 

to the broader set of devices that 

are used to carry programming 

and advertising. 

The adoption of ATV advertising varies greatly across 

geographical territories with growth dependent on the 

legacy technology platforms that are gradually being 

replaced by digital media platforms. 

Broadcast and cable providers face a significant 

number of regulations that are over and above 

traditional digital media providers and will lead the 

market to continue a rapid adoption of clean room 

solutions that enable the maintenance of a neutral 

privacy compliant position. 



Pricing Model Components: Advanced TV (Addressable, CTV, OTT)

Component
Data 

Charge

Platform 

Charge

Data 

Services 

Charge

Commentary and Considerations

1st-Party Data Ingestion N Y Y
Prices can be CPM with minimums, annual flat rate or tiered based on 

number of sources

Identity Graph Technology N Y Y Annual software license, tiered based on volume of records

Data Hygiene Y N Y

Annual license plus processing fees, tiered based on volume of 

records, however in some cases it is included within the first-party 

identity resolution fee

3rd-Party Data Y Y N Prices can be CPM or based on full or partial graph install

Identity Clean Rooms N Y Y
Term based license, per instance charges, number of rows and number 

of participants

Identity Resolution and 1st-

party Data Onboarding
Y N Y

MVPD/set-top-device provider data is used as a reference set and as a 

match processing source. Pricing is CPM based on either processed or 

ingested data or as a percentage upcharge on media, with minimum 

thresholds that can be based on number of records and/or attributes. 

May include hygiene and data processing as part of the fee

Data Destination Charge N Y Y
Tiered fees for access to appropriate de-encryption capabilities based 

around volume. Currently, no charges anticipated for publishers

Addressable TV Media Fixed fee with tiering based on number of destinations

Ingestion of Data from 3rd-

Parties for 

Measurement/Attribution

Y Y N
Optional based on volume and number of sources and is likely to 

require or leverage a clean room environment
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Looking Ahead on Identity Pricing:
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The pricing models for the three 

primary ecosystems will continue to 

evolve from this point in time 

perspective. As WG has found, in 

comparing the models from 2018 to 

today's significantly more complex 

component-based models, we 

expect that new categories will 

continue to be added to the models 

as emerging channels adopt data 

and identity-driven solutions, 

including digital out of home media 

and in-game advertising.



Market Forecast for Identity and 
Identity Solutions



U.S. Identity Solutions Spend is Forecasted to Double Over the Next 
Five Years to Reach $8.2B, Growing at a 19.7% CAGR

The revised WG identity model is based on the 

categories from the pricing models leveraged 

across the ecosystems, based on component 

allocations and advertising and marketing growth 

forecasts.

The WG data and data services forecast is 

estimated to equal $21.9B in the U.S. for 2020, 

with identity-related spend representing 18.2% of 

that amount. 

The model assumes that as new use cases are 

adopted and solutions come online in an 

increasingly digital and performance-driven 

market, identity spend will expand to reach 25.0% 

by 2024E. 

As a note, in the U.S. identity forecast 2018, we projected 

the identity market to reach $2.6B in 2022E based on a 

subset of components of today’s models. WG still expects 

the market to meet that forecast for those components.

What’s included? Model is based on channel-related allocations from data-

driven channels including digital media, email and TV (advanced, linear and 

OTT/CTV) and based on the identity pricing components in the prior section. 

Sources: WG Models and technology and media spend sources, drawn from 

eMarketer, IAB, GroupM, Magna Global, WARC, Zenith and other private 

estimates
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The U.S. identity market is 

expected to expand at a 

19.7% CAGR 

from 2020E-2024E

U.S. Spend on Identity Data, Platforms & 

Services 2018-2024E, ($BB)
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European Identity Solutions Spend is Forecasted to Nearly Double 
Over the Next Five Years to Reach € 4.1B, Growing at a 15.5% CAGR

What’s included? Model is based on channel-related allocations from data-

driven channels including digital media, email and TV (advanced, linear and 

OTT/CTV) and based on the identity pricing components in the prior section. 

Sources: WG Models and technology and media spend sources, drawn from 

eMarketer, IAB, GroupM, Magna Global, WARC, Zenith and other private 

estimates
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The European identity 

market is expected to 

expand at a 15.5% CAGR 

from 2020E-2024E

European Spend on Identity Data, Platforms & 

Services 2018-2024E, (€BB)WG’s first European identity model encompasses 

all of the categories from the pricing models on 

the prior pages, applied to each ecosystem.

With the total data and data services forecast now 

estimated to equal €17.2B in the Europe for 2020, 

identity-related spend represents 13.0% of that 

figure this year. 

WG models suggest that as new use cases and 

solutions are adopted and direct mail continues to 

decline as a driver of the data and data services 

spend and in a more digital and performance-

driven market, there will be an expansion to 18.4% 

in 2024E.

WG’s European model is inclusive of six major European 

countries, including the UK, where WG had direct channel 

sourcing and models constructed to expand into the 

broader set of countries. 
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Pricing Model Component Glossary:

Component Definition

1st Party Data Ingestion
Intake of information collected directly by the publisher/marketer. Includes 1st party cookies collected from 

owned properties (website, app, print), CRM, MAIDs and email marketing

Data Hygiene
Processes to standardize and ensure removal of inaccurate or duplicate records from disparate data sources; the 

process includes consent management (e.g. suppression)

ID Graph Technology Platform technologies (e.g. CRM, CDP, DMP) that store data components necessary for profile resolution

3rd- Party Data Enrichment Enhancement and/or enrichment of 1st-party data with 2nd-or-3rd-party data attributes

Identity Clean Rooms
Privacy-safe data environments via which platforms, brands and publishers can aggregate first-party user data to 

expand audiences, gain insights, conduct measurement and determine ad frequency

ID Resolution and 1st Party 

Data Onboarding

Process where identity data components are compiled for matching, linking and final profile assembly with the 

addition of one or more unique identifiers

Data Destination Charge Service charge for pushing identity profiles (unique identifiers) to applications for marketing activation 

Ingestion of Data from 3rd

Parties for 

Measurement/Attribution

Intake of information collected by businesses that do not have a direct link to the individual associated with the 

data, for the purposes of measurement and attribution 
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